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Abstract
Reverse engineering systems hold great promise in aiding
developers regain control over long-lived software projects whose
architecture has been allowed to “drift”. However, it is well known
that these systems have relative strengths and weaknesses, and to
date relatively little work has been done on integrating various
subtools within other reverse engineering systems. The design of a
common interchange format for data used by reverse engineering
tools is therefore of critical importance.
In this position paper, we describe some of our previous work with
TAXFORM (Tuple Attribute eXchange FORMat) [2,6], and in
integrating various “fact extractors” into the PBS reverse
engineering system. For example, we have recently created
translation mechanisms that enable the Acacia system’s C and
C++ extractors to be used within PBS, and we have used these
mechanisms to create software architecture models of two large
software systems: the Mozilla web browser (2.2 MLOC of C++
and C) and the VIM text editor (150 KLOC of C) [6]. We also
describe our requirements for an exchange format for reverse
engineering tools and some problems that must be resolved.

Our particular goal in attending this workshop is to push for a
concrete agreement on data schemas for procedural and objectoriented program components for use within reverse engineering
tools. We are concerned that a “perfect” solution that pleases
everyone and works at all levels of detail for all kinds of systems
will never come to fruition, based on the outcomes of previous
discussions on this topic at various conferences and workshops.
Syntactic and semantic issues
In our work on TAXFORM, we have used the TA language to
represent information about program entities and their
relationships; we have done so as we have extensive experience
using TA, because our own tool (PBS) understands it, and because
the relational calculator language grok allows for the creation of
simple transformations of information stored in TA. However, we
feel that the particular syntax to define an exchange format is a
small issue, and other notations are attractive. For example, XML
and XMI have much wider tool support than does TA. We
consider the semantic model (design of the schemas) to be the
most important issue, and do not further discuss syntax.
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TAXFORM
Ideally, we would like to foster an agreement on the modelling of
program entity and relationship schemas, high level (architectural)
schemas, and visualization schemas as shown below in Fig. 1 [2].
Introduction and motivation
However, we recognize that this level of agreement between
Reverse engineering tools hold great promise in helping
researchers is unlikely to occur in the near future.
developers regain control over legacy systems whose architecture
has been allowed to drift. A reverse engineering tool typically Realistically, we would like to see two resolutions come out of this
consists of (at least) a “fact extractor”, storage and manipulation workshop:
engines for the “facts”, and a visualization tool. However, it is well
known that different fact extractors have different relative 1) an agreement on abstract schemas for representing top-level
procedural and object-oriented programming language entities
strengths and weaknesses; languages and dialects modelled, level
and their interrelationships, and
of detail extracted, robustness (particularly with malformed code
2)
a
commitment from reverse engineering tool creators to
or “cross-compilation” extractions without proper libraries), and
support
output in the exchange format using these schemas.
ease of fact manipulation all vary significantly between tools.
We have some experience in adapting fact extractors from other
tools for use within the PBS system as part of the TAXFORM
project [2]. Most recently, we have created automated mechanisms
for translating output from the Acacia system’s [4] C and C++
extractors for use within PBS [5,11]; we used these translators to
create software architecture models for two large software systems
[6]: the Mozilla web browser (over 2.2 million LOC of C++ and
C), and the VIM text editor (over 150,000 LOC of C) [12].
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Problems
As we have discussed elsewhere [2], there are a number of issues
Figure 1. Desired architecture of a reverse engineering too that that must be resolved in creating an exchange format. While most
are not technically difficult to resolve, they all require that some
uses TAXFORM.
agreement be reached. These issues include:
Detailed requirements
1) Unique identification of entities — Many programming
languages allow the same name to be used by different entities
Our particular interest is in modelling attributes and relationships
as long as either their scopes are distinct or the entities are of
of top-level programming language entities (e.g., functions,
different kinds. However, a fact extractor must be able to
variables, methods, constants, typedefs) and their containers (e.g.,
distinguish easily between like-named entities to resolve
files, modules, classes, packages), rather than lower-level facts
relationships.1 One approach, as used by the older Acacia
such as ASG-type information at the level of loops and ifstatements. We recognize that this is not true for many workshop
extractor cia, is to generate a unique identifier by some
participants, but we feel that our particular goals are more modest,
simple means, such as a counter. This has the disadvantage of
less controversial, and eminently achievable.
not being portable across systems or between extractions. A
second approach is to use a “name mangling” or hashing
At a minimum, we would like the following information to be
technique based on a composition of entity attributes that are
modelled:
enough to uniquely identify each entity. This approach works
Top-level programming language entities:
well, but the UIDs are then usually long or cryptic and it
requires that a particular convention be agreed upon.
• functions, variables, constants, type definitions (procedural
2) Resolution of entities — Suppose within the definition of a
languages)
function named f we see a call to another function named g.
• methods, class member data, static methods and member data
Which g is being called here and how do we tell? Some
(object-oriented languages)
reverse engineering tools, such as the Datrix fact extractor [7],
do not resolve relationships to the entity definitions
Entity containers:
themselves, using a “name-only” approach to extraction.
Other extractors resolve relationships to the declaration of the
• files, modules, classes, packages
entities, and others to the static definition of the entities.
Object-oriented languages and the use of function pointers
Entity attributes:
•
•
•

Name, unique identifier (UID — see next section)
UID of container, UID of containing file (if container is not a
file)
Signature/data type

1

Some languages, such as Java, insist that entity names use
scoping information as part of the entity name to disambiguate
e.g., System.out.println(). Object-oriented languages have
the additional problem of disambiguating calls to overloaded
functions and operators.

demand resolution to the dynamic definition to get the “full
story”, although of course this cannot be accomplished by
static analysis alone.
3) Line number ranges — Many entity definitions and
relationships take place entirely within one line of source
code. Other definitions and relationships, such as function
definitions, take place across one contiguous block of source
code. Still others, such as C++ namespace definitions or
multiple references to the same global variable within a
function definition, may span multiple non-contiguous lines or
blocks of code. Therefore, to model these relationships
“properly”, line number information must be represented as a
list. However, many fact extractors make the simplifying
assumption that relationships exist within a single line of code
and the entity definitions are comprised of a single block of
code.

The current author (Godfrey) wrote the original translation scripts
for the Acacia C extractors to work within the PBS system, and
performed a comparative analysis of output from the Acacia and
PBS C extractors using the VIM system [12] as a guinea pig [6].
Eric Lee rewrote Godfrey's scripts to work with Acacia's C++
extractor and wrote additional scripts to allow the PBS
visualization tool to model software architecture views of systems
written in object-oriented languages. Lee also performed the
extraction of facts from Mozilla [6,8,9].
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